
Dea r Dal, 	 7/8/93 
The view in the card you mailed the 27th, of Castle Rock, is like  every one you've 

snt, both beautiful and entirely different than the others. We've both looked at it 
s: veral time. appreciate it, and I'll save if for a couple youngsters from wh645 with their 
p. ents, we expect a visit soon. 

Your card reminded me I should have written you about the news that is abit more 
e couraging about the book than I indicated in asking the removal of Carroll & Graf 
as the publisher. I had a little time for thinking, I'm tired so I wont't return to 
w iting after being at one thing or another pretty constantly for 12 hours. 

I think that what actually tired me in an hour and a half of the second instalment 
of the long delayed oral history the president of local Hood Oollege wanted done quite a 

..-iLit-w- d..0,14, a/  _ 	cl few years ago but never assigned it and all who could 61,;higtbEians, 	ci, etc., were 
always too busy. It was assigned to communications, to a woman who is a former reporter, 
d that may in the end be better than the other possibilities. Airnot aware of it at the an1,  

t3'ae, but the reliving is what I think may be what makes me tired later. 
That and today boredom. From soaking the inside of my right foreamn, just above the 

wrist. My skin is now so frangible,: the dpctors' word, but not in the sense of breaking, 
while asleep several nights ago a pain in it awakened me. I realized that it had been in 
co tact with my nose, sort of pulled over it. I returned to sleep immediately and only on 

g knew it was, literally, a bloody mess. A semicircle abput an inch in diameter had 
,m4A4 puled back,. wily 'Outer layer of skin only. I have, &act, two arch that are larger but this 

44.4.-kcvm 
was itching so I removed the compress and rather awkaardlf soaked ,  it, in a position that 

al o made one—handed book reading awkward, and thus the boredom. 
I'll try to straighten the congusion about the publishing out. 
When a nudbir of literary agents, i.nddition to more than a hundred publishers inter-

n tionally would not touch the JFK assassination I became a publisher and had no need for 
any such agents. Now if is a physical impossibility for me to publish. 
A friend of 25 years or more, a# man who has been very helpful to me in many ways, 

)m44_ never as the result of any request and always at his expense, was piter a year ago, with a 
son. I told him of the book I was just starting, what I would do with the material and 
w' t I believed would evolve. He said he was interested. He is a publishing lawyer who 
represents at least one publisher directly, maybe more, and also represents a large 
publishing group. The one publisher with whom I knew he copublished from time to time is 
Carroll & Graf. Along with some fine publishing they. went into the JFK assassination tx 
tr :shy books big and made very much money from it. So, I was n$t very happy at the prospect 
of their imprint but at least that meant publication. I gave it no farther thought after 
my friend, who stays rather busy, had a chance to read the entire MS. He then said he'd 
do thetbook, that he'd send me a contract, and my response was if he felt he needed a 



z 

contract, to send it, but I did not need one. I thought that in time he'd write me when 
they planned to publish, what efforts would be made to promote the book, etc. 

When I heard nothing from him I drew the wrong conclusion. That came from C &G's 
boast about their coming book by H. Livingstone, the author of two High Treasons that 
e really High Tripe and High Trash. Th-ere is much more about him f6-)r which I  now do 

not take time. The coming insanity is Killing the Truth, with the subtitle makingi it clear 

that all the others working on the JFK assassination are the killers of truth. l eaning 
dislike his rubbish. Or, we are accessories after the fact. From his letters I have, me 

in particular. So, I attributed my friend's silence to his being caught in the middle, 
with his client having announced that the first printing of what will t me be High Trash3 
will be oat least. 50,000 in hardback. Nem a disinformation agent for the government, what 
the subtitle says, is ridiculous to all but nuts, which most writing in the field are. 
But 	new book, beginning with its subtitle, makes a f8ace of his sick invention. Which 
bing both sick in the head and egocentric, he genuinely believes. 

So, at first I believe that my book was being delayed to protect his and bedause 
a thing like simultaneous publication would be farcical. Then I believe that the delay was 

bing 

 

silent blackmail: if I want my book published I've better be silent about the other one. 

So, I wrote my fiiend and asked him to clarify the situation. When I heard nothing 
1:-/Gi.ew uneasier. Then with the Cinnally business I rushed the piece you have, sending 
him the miserably typped my copy, of which i  kept a xerom for my wife to retype, what I 
sent you. Under the impression thatcwotad gol to C & G and it would see what it could do 
with it and ask for any rewriting de fired. To this day I've he 	nothing from that. But 

.114,4 
the day I mailed the negatives to you I got a letter from his editor, or an editor who 
u.  rks for him. That man explained the delays. Ny friend is out of the country and will not 

return for a week nyixx yet. And this editor was long out of the office on jury duty. 
AppearanceMal:a-of the book in November is the if6 target. And the publisher, not 

arranged, perhaps need not be C & G. Maybe I got that the day after I wrote you.) 
So, reasonable as what I suspected is, it wasn't the fact. 

So, 54 Editor Jenny will credit NiVER AGAIN! as being edited for publication, without 

publisher's name, fine. If I get a name anytime soon I'll let you know. And 	she 
w 

prefers no refehce to the book, fine, too. 
( 

Before this worked its way out, to the degree it has, as I thought about that monster 
Livingstone and his greedy publisherwho cares naught except for profits and realized 
that they will have combined on a majorssault on both my integrity and my work I decided 
that this time I cannot stay aloof from all the commercializerg and exploiters. I decided 

i t do another book that again will be a record for history thatwithout it would not exist. 
/ 

The working title is Inside the aliAssassination Industry. With bot)fny eye and my mind 
on history this new book is Rlrady out of control in its first part, my accrediting myself 
as giving the proper kind of background for what cannot be taugh the experiences of my 



taught me what in effect was my preparationf for what I've done. I've refused to write an 

autobiography and I turn. down TV attention if I suspect it will be used tegig.t the nuts, 

as often it has been. I've no interest in personal attention per se. At as I started the 

wanting, with all those years in which toLccumulate experiences, some of them rather un-

usual, it kept growing. It is now much too long. But I'm almost finished that part and 

it can be a record and it can also be condensed by an editor for the book . 

I then plan a ggnertilction of some of the typicajj exploiters and commercializers, 

then one each on Ligingstone and the other who with him ha4 gotten.most attention, and 

salese  in recent years, David Lifton of the mistitled Best Evidence. That rascal lends him-

self to evisceration and few deserve it more. Not even Livingstone, who is just sick and 

can't help it. 

oing Li.-ktsgt- Livingstone in will take a little longer because of the mass to be gone 

o er but it will be preiceless. 

If I can get this book published the market value of the lousy stuff will take a big 

drop. 

I can plan but biking alone and limited  ii/What and how much I can do in the time 

t t remains to me also abandon plans as I shqt them. I had never intended addressing 

these trashy books and their frequen Ay trashy authors. But with the attention the coming 

Livinsgtone book is certain to get with that subject and that approach, I felt I have no 

choice. I've not even read my own book yet! 

I can only hope that I'm doing first things first!. 

Thanks again for the fine thing you've done for me. 

Our lTe to you all, 


